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PART XXXIII
Headline: Rape has increased in Sweden 1,472%! -Mad World News.com, March 22,
2017. Prior to the Muslim Invasion of sub human creatures from sub Saharan Africa into sad,
lost, liberal Marxified Sweden, White Women were safe in their own country. Now, thanks to
their own traitorous, utterly moronic politicians and other disgusting vermin such as Angela
Merkel; a disgusting Zio pig who ought to be immediately incarcerated in the cell next to Hillary
Clinton, White Women are endangered. Why those female politicians, upon whom one easily casts
the dreaded C word, are not in jail today is a wonder to me. People need to organize themselves
where those vermin hide and simply grab them off the street and take them to The Hague a city in
my formerly White Home Land, the Netherlands, where very stupid, short sighted morons also
infect the government and liberal mind set there. The place is over run with Negroid savages
from the Dark Continent; many of them, Muslims. Muz Slimes, as some people are coming to call
those disgusting chimp hybrids; an ad homonym well earned.
Question: Why does a human being willingly wear dog tags? Do they not see the
implication? The Jewish Entity thinks of non Jews as, ‘animals in human skin.’ They have
fomented wars for a very long time and their cult members who own the war materiel industries;
indeed the Military Industrial Complex are to a very large degree Jewish creatures who make a
very huge amount of money from the death and destruction they promulgate to support their
paradigm of reality. The Rothschilds are allegedly the very top of the masonic pyramid standing
at the right hand of Lucifer; on the left hand of whom stands the other fallen angel, Satan,
Lucifer’s lieutenant, in my opinion.
This is a link to a video which the Muslims absolutely despise. The comedian who
produced this has stuck his neck out, big time. Take a look before it is removed again.
http://louderwithcrowder.com/video-jesus-vs-muhammad/#.V6EpaGVWhXt
In a comedic manner he compares the revelations of Jesus with those of Mohammed.
Funny and very astute. The very fact that we can make fun of Jesus in a non offensive manner
and He does not get all upset and wants therefore to cut your head off, is a big difference. He
would most likely laugh along with you. I know my Brother very well and believe me, His sense of
humour is out of the galaxy. George Carlin holds nothing over Jesus of Nazareth in the ability to
see the humour in human foibles, even His own. Jesus of Nazareth was a well humored man
whilst on Earth, notwithstanding His many sorrows, as well. The point is, we have to put
everything into perspective and realize that we are not perfect. We are merely children trying to
figure things out and on the way, we make a lot of mistakes, some of which are very funny, indeed.
What is not funny is the Muslim mind set. So, let’s return to that unfunny book, the Koran
and continue our adventures in hell, ‘...thus the punishment which the unbelievers have been
promised shall be fulfilled.’ In case you didn’t catch it a few sentences earlier, you will not be
alone, ‘In hordes the unbelievers shall be led to Hell,’ remember that from yesterday? Page 278.
Please indulge me for a moment since I have a bit of space at the bottom of this page:
My Books Can Be Found On Amazon.com, Barnes&Noble.com, AmericaStarBooks.pub, just Google me.
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Here we are on a new page and a new chapter in the Koran, Page 279 entitled, SAD. This
word only appears twice in this collection of paragraphs/verses. ‘In the Name of Allah, the
Compassionate, the Merciful. Sad. I swear by the renowned Koran that the unbelievers shall
come to grief through their own arrogance and internal strife. How many generations We have
destroyed before them! They all cried out for mercy, when it was too late to escape.’
The chapter goes on to talk about people dissing Mohammed and not believing in Allah’s
revelations. Of course the believers have to be again reminded that those dissidents, ‘...they are
in doubt about My warning, for they have not yet felt My punishment.’ Page 279. Allah goes on to
explain how other people formed factions and disputed the Koran, ‘But in the end My vengeance
justly smote them.’ Page 280. We read a piece of a story from the OT concerning, King David, a
couple of litigants and some ewes which the mighty wise king helped. Of course, Allah has to again
remind us at the bottom of the page, ‘...those that stray from Allah’s path shall be sternly
punished.’ Page 280. Top of the next page: ‘It was not in vain that We created the heavens and
the earth and all that lies between them. That is the fancy of the unbelievers. But woe to the
unbelievers when they are cast into the fire of Hell!’
The next verse is one of those very excellent thoughts that do occur in the Koran. It is not all bad
just as the Bible is not all good. One has to sift ideas that are presented and consider them carefully before
embracing anything. Pay attention to this quote and think about politicians and industry leaders: ‘Are We
to treat alike those that have faith and do good works, and those that corrupt the earth with wickedness?
Are We to treat the righteous as We treat the wicked?’ Page 281. Considering the depths of depravity into
which many politicians and industrialists have sunk; indeed a deep pit at the bottom of which already were
slithering, banksters and lawyers, it boggles the mind that we the people have not dealt with them yet.
Again, I repeat, why are Bill & Hillary Clinton still not in jail? Why have the entire Rothschild and
Rockenfelder (sic) clans not been rounded up yet? The most nefarious, disgusting, slimy Ziotoads are
allowed to live in comfort and freedom and the rest of us who make the slightest error in judgment are
further taxed with fines, jail, and huge wastes of time waiting about in the Admiralty Courts where judges
get 30% of the day’s take into the pension funds for sitting on the bank for the Crown. The word, bench, the
chair the judge parks his or her fraudulent arse on is a Latin word meaning, Bank. The Court of Queen’s
Bench, is the, Court of the Queen’s Bank. In Canada that Queen is Lizardbreath II, a reptilian
monster and dear friend of Rothschild who prints her phony money with her face plastered all over it.
That very queen and her inbred family are very keen on the Muslims. Indeed, Prince Charlie, who practically
looked on as the mother of his children was murdered, is also a lover of Islam. Yes, a lover of Islam so long as
its psychotic practitioners help him and his elite friends and family murder a whole lot of White Rabble.
Charles is a well known believer in, deplorables just as the very ill Jewish reptile, Hillary Clinton; wife of a
rapist. They like Muslims. It would be such poetic justice if some of their beloved Negroid Muzzies from the
Dark Continent come and share some Islamic love with them really soon. Or, at the very least follow this
admonition at the bottom of page 281, ‘Take a bunch of twigs and beat your wife with it; do not break your
oath,’ the wife being Hillary, Madeline Albright, Janet Reno, Angela of Death Merkel, Janet Warren et al.
To be fair, I must put that last quote into context, lest I lead you to a misinterpretation. A footnote
explains that, ‘Job had sworn to give his wife a hundred blows. The oath was kept by his giving her one blow
with a bunch of a hundred twigs. Commentators quote this passage as permitting any similar release from an
oath rashly taken.’
The very idea of striking a woman I find revolting. The idea of striking my wife makes me ill in the
pit of my stomach. Oh, yes, yes, Job is a hero of the Jewish Old Testament and we are to be all okay with this
violence towards women. I say, NONSENSE! A man who strikes a woman is a COWARD! There are very rare
circumstances when a blow to a woman’s head might be necessary, but that is a case where one is confronted
with some very large, powerful über frau wielding a weapon intent upon harming you. Some women today
are very messed up and freak out. My advice is to be overstanding and practice non violence by talking her
out of her madness. It is not easy being a woman. Life is hard enough as it is for people. Then to be born into
a body that is inclined towards significant hormonal fluctuations as it ages, and menstruation, and child
birth; all of it. Then, on top of that is the terrible competition women are put into to look their best all the
time and try to look as well as a made up 16 year old on the cover of some woman’s magazine with all kinds of
headlines proclaiming how to have the perfect orgasm and be the slut he wants in bed. I find being a man is
so much more convenient. And, we do not have quite the same challenges in the work place. I have a high
regard for high flight, real women. Those are the women, who with strong men, built this place. to be cont...
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